Why Did I Get Married?
Patricia
Oh uh, I thought you were at work
Gavin
I took the day off
Patricia
Well… I’m going to get dinner started
Gavin
We need to talk Patricia
Patricia
I don’t think so
Gavin
I know you heard what Michael said. (beat) so you’re not going to deal with it?
Patricia
Gavin, I have dealt with this ok. This is what I do for a living. I’m a doctor. I’ve
dealt with this.
Gavin
Well you haven’t talked to me about it
Patricia
So now you want to talk to me the way you did Michael? Now you want to cry
your eyes out to me?
Gavin
its not like you made it easy for me to discuss this. We talk about Noah like he
was never here. Can you look at his picture? Patricia please, please. Can you just
look at his picture?
Patricia
Gavin I didn’t know, I didn’t know you blamed me for it.
Gavin
I…ok I blamed you. I blamed…I’m sorry ok, I blamed myself too. I blamed God
but its no ones fault baby, just look at the picture.

Patricia
Alright, steak or chicken?
Gavin
Patricia, look at the picture!
Patricia
No! you know what, stop it!
Gavin
Patricia look at the…
Patricia
Stop it stop it!
Gavin
Patricia! Patricia!
Patricia
Gavin just stop it!
Gavin
Just look at the…
Patricia
Stop with your pretending
Gavin
How am I? I'm not…
Patricia
Stop with the…you pretend that you love me. Stop with all those lies, I can’t take
this!
Gavin
Patricia
Patricia
You know you hate me, I hate myself for this
Gavin
I don’t, I don’t

Patricia
This is my fault
Gavin
Baby listen, baby
Patricia
No don’t touch me
Gavin
Baby
Patricia
Don’t touch me
Gavin
Ok look
Patricia
No will you just listen to me for once please
Gavin
it’s not your fault baby
Patricia
This is my fault! I walk around here trying to act like perfect patty you know.
Well perfect patty messed up ok
Gavin
No ones asking you to…
Patricia
Will you just listen
Gavin
No, I'm not asking you to
Patricia
Listen for a minute!
Gavin
I’m not, I'm not

Patricia
Listen! Perfect patty messed up. I was in a hurry and I strapped him in, I
strapped him in but I didn’t secure it, I didn’t check, check to see if it was secure
and it was raining and I slid off the road and now
Gavin
I know, I know
Patricia
Now he’s dead
Gavin
I know, I know baby, I know
Patricia
He’s not coming back. You know Gavin, I can deal with a lot of things but
this…I'm not strong enough to deal with this baby
Gavin
Baby you don’t have to be strong by yourself, just let me be, let me be strong for
you ok. We can me it through, baby I’ll be there for you no matter what.

